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used in the [21] can be modeled as a function of Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise ratio. Our throughput analysis
given in the §III is based on the Bianchi’s model.

2) Energy detection: Defines the ability of Wi-Fi to detect
non-Wi-Fi (in this case, LTE) energy in the operating
channel and back off the data transmission. If the in-
band signal energy crosses a certain threshold, the channel
is detected as busy (no Wi-Fi transmission) until the
channel energy is below the threshold. Thus, this func-
tion becomes the key parameter for characterizing Wi-Fi
throughput in the co-channel deployment with LTE.

LTE has both frequency division (FDD) and time division
(TDD) multiplexing modes to operate. But to operate in
unlicensed spectrum, supplemental downlink and TDD access
is preferred. In either of the operations, data packets are sched-
uled in the successive time frames. LTE is based on orthogonal
frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), where a subset
of subcarriers can be assigned to multiple users for a certain
symbol time. This offers LTE an additional diversity in the time
and frequency domain that Wi-Fi lacks, since Wi-Fi assigns
fixed bandwidth to a single user at any time. Further, due to
current exclusive band operation, LTE does not employ any
sharing features in the channel access mechanisms. Thus, the
coexistence performance of both Wi-Fi and LTE is largely
unpredictable and may lead to unfair spectrum sharing or the
starvation of one of the technologies [22], [23].

In the literature, spectrum management in shared fre-
quency bands has been discussed for multi-RAT heterogeneous
networks primarily focusing on IEEE 802.11/16 networks
[12]–[14]. For instance, Cognitive WiMAX achieves coop-
erative resource management in hierarchical networks with
power/frequency assignment optimization, Listen-before-Talk
(LBT), etc. along with guaranteed QoE [24], [25]. These
principles need to be extended to Wi-Fi and LTE coexistence
and modified specific to their protocols. Wi-Fi and LTE
coexistence has been studied in the context of TV white
space [26], in-device coexistence [27], and LTE unlicensed
(LTE-U) [28]–[30]. Studies [29]–[31] propose CSMA/sensing
based modifications in LTE such as LBT, RTS/CTS protocol,
and slotted channel access. Other solustions such as blank
LTE subframes/LTE muting (feature in LTE Release 10/11)
[26], [32], carrier sensing adaptive transmission (CSAT) [29],
interference aware power control in LTE [33] require LTE
to transfer its resources to Wi-Fi. These schemes give Wi-
Fi transmission opportunities but also lead to performance
tradeoffs for LTE. Further, time domain solutions often require
time synchronization between Wi-Fi and LTE and increase
channel signaling. Frequency and LTE bandwidth diversities
are explored in studies [29] and [34], respectively.

In this paper, we propose Wi-Fi and LTE coordination algo-
rithms based on optimization in power and frequency domain,
which does not require modifications to existing MAC layer
protocols. Our time division channel access (TDCA) algorithm
resembles CSAT, but TDCA is a centralized approach with a
joint consideration of Wi-Fi and LTE QoE requirements for
fairness. Furthermore, limited details of LTE-U co-existence
mechanisms (adaptive duty cycle/switch-OFF) and interference
model are available in public domain [35]. Also previous
studies have yet to consider dense Wi-Fi and LTE deployment
scenarios in detail. Notably, in the literature, there are no

experimental studies evaluating the coexistence performance
of Wi-Fi and LTE. Thus, this paper focuses on these aspects
to provide a complete evaluation.

III. INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION

A. Interference Characterization Model

We propose an analytical model to characterize the inter-
ference between Wi-Fi and LTE, while considering the Wi-
Fi sensing mechanism (clear channel assessment (CCA)) and
scheduled and persistent packet transmission at LTE. To illus-
trate, we focus on a co-channel deployment involving a single
Wi-Fi and a single LTE cell, which involves disseminating
the interaction of both technologies in detail and establish a
building block to study a complex co-channel deployment of
multiple Wi-Fis/LTEs.

In a downlink deployment scenario, a single client and
a full buffer (saturated traffic condition) is assumed at each
AP under no MIMO. Transmit powers are denoted as Pi, i ∈
{w, l} where w and l are indices to denote Wi-Fi and LTE
links, respectively. We note that the maximum transmission
power of an LTE small cell is comparable to that of the Wi-
Fi, and thus is consistent with regulations of unlicensed bands.

The power received from a transmitter j at a receiver i
is given by PjGij where Gij ≥ 0 represents a channel gain
which is inversely proportional to d

γ
ij where dij is the distance

between i and j and γ is the path loss exponent. Gij may
also include antenna gain, cable loss and wall loss. Signal-to-
Interference-plus-Noise (SINR) of the link i is given as

Si =
PiGii

PjGij +Ni

, i, j ∈ {w, l}, i 6= j (1)

where Ni is noise power for receiver i. For the case of a single
Wi-Fi and LTE, if i represents the Wi-Fi link, then j is the
LTE link, and vice versa.

Throughput, Ri, i ∈ {w, l}, is represented as a function of
Si as

Ri = αiB log
2
(1 + βiSi), i ∈ {w, l}, (2)

where B is a channel bandwidth; βi is a factor associated with
the modulation scheme. For LTE, αl is a bandwidth efficiency
due to factors adjacent channel leakage ratio and practical
filter, cyclic prefix, pilot assisted channel estimation, signaling
overhead, etc. For Wi-Fi, αw is the bandwidth efficiency of
CSMA/CA, which comes from the Markov chain analysis of
CSMA/CA [21] with

ηE =
TE

E[S]
, ηS =

TS

E[S]
, ηC =

TC

E[S]
, (3)

where E[S] is the expected time per Wi-Fi packet transmission;
TE , TS , TC are the average times per E[S] that the channel is
empty due to random backoff, or busy due to the successful
transmission or packet collision (for multiple Wi-Fis in the
CSMA range), respectively. αw is mainly associated with ηS .

The term {αi, βi} is approximated based on throughput
models given in [10] so that Rl matches with throughput
achieved under variable channel quality index (CQI), and Rw

matches throughput according to Bianchi’s CSMA/CA model.

1Throughput the paper, LTE home-eNB (HeNB) is also referred as access
point (AP) for the purpose of convenience
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(a) A heat map of Wi-Fi throughput (Mbps)
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(b) High SINR: non-zero throughput, Low SINR:
SINR < minimum SINR requirement, CCA-busy:

shutting off of Wi-Fi (channel sensed as busy)

Fig. 7. Wi-Fi performance as a function of distance(Wi-Fi AP, associated
Wi-Fi UE) dA and distance(Interfering LTE AP, Wi-Fi UE) dI

reasoning for such a behavior discrepancy is explained with
respect to Fig. 8(b) and the Wi-Fi CCA mechanism. In the
CCA-busy region, Wi-Fi operation is shut off and LTE operates
as if no Wi-Fi is present. In both LTE and the previous Wi-
Fi examples, low SINR represents the hidden node problem
where two APs do not detect each other’s presence and data
transmission at an UE suffers greatly.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe an architecture for coordinating
between multiple heterogeneous networks to improve spectrum
utilization and facilitate co-existence [11]. Fig. 9 shows the
proposed system, which is built on the principles of a Software
Defined Networking (SDN) architecture to support logically-
centralized dynamic spectrum management involving multiple
autonomous networks. The basic design goal of this architec-
ture is to support the seamless communication and informa-
tion dissemination required for coordination of heterogeneous
networks. The system consists of two-tiered controllers: the
Global Controller (GC) and Regional Controllers (RC), which
are mainly responsible for the control plane of the architecture.
The GC, owned by any neutral/authorized organization, is the
main decision making entity, which acquires and processes
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(a) A heat map of LTE throughput (Mbps)
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(b) High SINR: non-zero throughput, Low SINR:
SINR < minimum SINR requirement, CCA-busy:

shutting off of Wi-Fi (channel sensed as busy)

Fig. 8. LTE performance as a function of distance(LTE AP, associated LTE
UE) dA and distance(Interfering Wi-Fi AP, LTE UE) dI

network state information and controls the flow of information
between RCs and databases based on authentication and other
regulatory policies. Decisions at the GC are based on different
network modules, such as radio coverage maps, coordination
algorithms, policy and network evaluation matrices. The RCs
are limited to network management of specific geographic
regions and the GC ensures that RCs have acquired local
visibility needed for radio resource allocation at wireless
devices. A Local Agent (LA) is a local controller, co-located
with an access point or base-station. It receives frequent
spectrum usage updates from wireless clients, such as device
location, frequency band, duty cycle, power level, and data
rate. The signaling between RC and LAs are event-driven,
which occurs in scenarios like the non-fulfillment of quality-
of-service (QoS) requirements at wireless devices, request-for-
update from an RC and radio access parameter updates from an
RC. The key feature of this architecture is that the frequency
of signaling between the different network entities is less in
higher tiers compared to lower tiers. RCs only control the
regional messages and only wide-area network level signalling
protocols are handled at the higher level, GC. Furthermore, this
architecture allows adaptive coordination algorithms based on
the geographic area and change in wireless device density and
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The throughput definition of the LTE link i, i ∈ L remains
the same as in Section III-A:

Ri = αl log2(1 + βlSi), i ∈ L.

The SINR of the LTE link, i, ∀i, in the presence of Wi-Fi and
no Wi-Fi is described as

Si =















PiGii
∑

j∈L,j 6=i PjGij +N0

, if no Wi-Fi;

PiGii
∑

j∈L,j 6=i PjGij +
∑

k∈W akPkGik +N0

, if Wi-Fi,

(6)

where terms
∑

j∈L,j 6=i PjGij and
∑

k∈W akPkGik signifies
the interference contribution from other LTE links and Wi-Fi
links, (assuming all links in W are active). For the k-th Wi-Fi
link, ∀k, the interference is reduced by a factor ak to capture
the fact that the k-th Wi-Fi is active approximately for only
ak fraction of time due to the CSMA/CA protocol at Wi-Fi.

For a given model, inter-network coordination is employed
to assure a minimum throughput requirement, thus the guaran-
teed availability of the requested service at each UE. For this
purpose, we have implemented our optimization in two stages
as described in following subsections.

VI. COORDINATION VIA JOINT OPTIMIZATION

A. Joint Power Control Optimization

Here, the objective is to optimize the set of transmission
power Pi, i ∈ {W,L} at Wi-Fi and LTE APs, which maxi-
mizes the aggregated Wi-Fi+LTE throughput. Conventionally,
LTE supports the power control in the cellular network. By
default, commercially available Wi-Fi APs/routers are set to
maximum level [43]. But adaptive power selection capability
is incorporated in available 802.11a/g/n Wi-Fi drivers, even
though it is not invoked very often. Under the SDN architec-
ture, transmission power level can be made programmable to
control the influence of interference from any AP at neighbor-
ing radio devices based on the spectrum parameters [44].

For the maximization of aggregated throughput, we pro-
pose a geometric programming (GP) based power control [18].
For the problem formulation, throughput, given by Eq. 2, can
approximated as

Ri = αi log2(βiSi), i ∈ {W,L}. (7)

This equation is valid when βiSi is much higher than 1. In our
case, this approximation is reasonable considering minimum
SINR requirements for data transmission at both Wi-Fi and
LTE. The aggregate throughput of the WiFi+LTE network is

R =
∑

i∈W

aibiαw log
2
(βwSi) +

∑

j∈L

αl log2(βlSj)

= log
2





(

∏

i∈W

(βwSi)
aibiαw

)





∏

j∈L

(βlSi)
αl







 .

(8)

In the coordinated framework, it is assumed that Wi-Fi
parameters ai and bi are updated periodically. Thus, these are
considered as constant parameters in the formulation. Also,
αi, βi, i ∈ {w, l} are constant in the network. Therefore, ag-
gregate throughput maximization is equivalent to maximization

of a product of SINR at both Wi-Fi and LTE links. Power
control optimization formulation is given by:

maximize

(

∏

i∈W

(βwSi)
aibiαw

)





∏

j∈L

(βlSi)
αl





subject to Ri ≥ Ri,min, i ∈ W,

Ri ≥ Ri,min, i ∈ L,
∑

k∈Mb

i

PkGik +
∑

j∈L

PjGij +N0 < λc, i ∈ W,

0 < Pi ≤ Pmax, i ∈ W,

0 < Pi ≤ Pmax, i ∈ L.
(9)

Here, the first and second constraints are equivalent to
Si ≥ Si,min, ∀i which ensures that SINR at each link achieves
a minimum SINR requirement, thus leading to non-zero
throughput at the UE. The third constraint assures that channel
energy at a WiFi (LTE interference + interference from Wi-
Fis in the interference zone + noise power) is below the clear
channel assessment threshold λc, thus Wi-Fi is not shut off.
The fourth and fifth constraints follow the transmission power
limits at each link. Unlike past power control optimization
formulations for cellular networks, Wi-Fi-LTE coexistence
involves meeting the SINR requirement at a Wi-Fi UE and,
additionally, the CCA threshold at a Wi-Fi AP.

For multiple Wi-Fi and LTE links, to ensure the feasibility
of the problem where all constrains are not satisfied, notably
for Wi-Fi links, we relax the minimum data requirement con-
straint for LTE links. In our case, we reduce the minimum data
requirement to zero. This is equivalent to shutting off certain
LTE links which cause undue interference to neighboring Wi-
Fi devices.

B. Joint Time Division Channel Access Optimization

The relaxation of minimum throughput constraint in the
joint power control optimization leads to throughput depri-
vation at some LTE links. Thus, joint power control is not
sufficient when system demands to have non-zero throughput
at each UE. In such cases, we propose a time division
channel access optimization framework where network of each
RAT take turns to access the channel. Assuming network
i, i ∈ {w, l} access the channel for η, eta ∈ [0, 1], fraction of
time, network j, j ∈ {w, l}, j 6= i, holds back the transmission
and thus no interference occurs at i from j. For remaining 1−η
fraction of time, j access the channel without any interference
from i. This proposed approach can be seen as a subset of
power assignment problem, where power levels at APs of
network i, i ∈ {w, l}, is set to zero in their respective time
slots. The implementation of the protocol is out of scope of
this paper.

In this approach, our objective is to optimize η, the
time division of channel access, such that it maximizes the
minimum throughput across both Wi-Fi and LTE networks.
We propose the optimization in two steps -

1) Power control optimization across network of same RAT:
Based on the GP-formulation, the transmission power of the
APs across the same network i, i ∈ {w, l}, is optimized for
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(a) A heat map of Wi-Fi throughput when joint
power Coordination (Mbps)
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(b) Feasibility region of joint power
Coordination
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(c) A heat map of Wi-Fi throughput when time
division channel access coordination (Mbps)

Fig. 10. Wi-Fi performance under joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination (dA: dist(Wi-Fi AP, associated UE), dI : dist(Interfering LTE AP, Wi-Fi UE))

Wi-Fi and LTE, respectively, as

maximize
∑

i∈W

Ri

subject to Ri ≥ Ri,min, i ∈ W

0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax, i ∈ W,
∑

k∈Mb

i

PkGik +N0 < λc, i ∈ W.

(10)

and
maximize

∑

i∈L

Ri

subject to Ri ≥ Ri,min, i ∈ L

0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax, i ∈ L.

(11)

Here, the objective function is equivalent to maximizing the
product of SINRs at the networks i, i ∈ {w, l}. The first and
second constraints ensure that we meet the minimum SINR
and transmission power limits requirements at all links of i. In
this formulation, SINR at Wi-Fi and LTE respectively given
as

Si =
PiGii

N0

, i ∈ W,

Si =
PiGii

∑

j∈L,j 6=i PjGij +N0

, i ∈ L.

which are first cases in equations (5) and (6), respectively.

2) Joint time division channel access optimization: This is
the joint optimization across both Wi-Fi and LTE networks
which is formulated using max-min fairness optimization as
given below

maximize min (ηRi∈W , (1− η)Rj∈L)

subject to 0 ≤ η ≤ 1.
(12)

Here, throughput values at all Wi-Fi and LTE nodes are
considered as a constant, which is the output of the previous
step. The Time division channel access parameter η is opti-
mized so that it maximizes the minimum throughput across
all UEs.

VII. EVALUATION OF JOINT COORDINATION

A. Single Link Co-channel Deployment

We begin with the motivational example of co-channel
deployment of one Wi-Fi and one LTE links, as described in
§ III-C. Fig. 10 shows the heatmap of improved throughput of
Wi-Fi link, when joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination is provided
in comparison with the throughput with no coordination as
shown in Fig. 7 . Similarly, Fig. 11 shows the heatmap of
improved throughput of LTE link, when joint coordination is
provided in comparison with the throughput with no coordi-
nation, as shown in Fig. 8.

For both the figures 10 and 11, in their respective scenar-
ios, though joint power control improves the overall throughput
for most of topological scenarios (see Fig. (a) of 10 and 11),
it is not an adequate solution for topological combination
marked by infeasible region as given in Fig. (b) of 10 and 11.
The infeasible region signifies the failure to attain the CCA
threshold at Wi-Fi AP and link SINR requirement when the
UE and interfering AP are very close to each other. When we
apply time division channel access optimization for a given
scenario, we do not observe any infeasible region, in fact
optimization achieves almost equal and fair throughput at both
Wi-Fi and LTE links, as shown in Fig. (c) of 10 and 11. On the
downside, this optimization does not consider cases when Wi-
Fi and LTE links can operate simultaneously without causing
severe interference to each other. In such cases, throughput at
both Wi-Fi and LTE is degraded.

Fig. 12 summarizes the performance of Wi-Fi and LTE
links in terms of 10th percentile and mean throughput. We
note that the 10th percentile throughput of both Wi-Fi and LTE
is increased to 15− 20 Mbps for time division coordination
compared to ∼ zero throughput for no and power coordination.
We observe 200% and 350% Wi-Fi mean throughput gains
due to power and time division channel access, respectively,
compared to no coordination. For LTE, throughput gains
for both of these coordination is ∼ 25 − 30%. It appears
that time division channel access coordination does not offer
any additional advantage to LTE in comparison with power
coordination. But it brings the throughput fairness between
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(a) A heat map of LTE throughput when joint
power Coordination (Mbps)
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(b) Feasibility region of joint power
Coordination
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(c) A heat map of LTE throughput when time
division channel access coordination (Mbps)

Fig. 11. LTE performance under joint Wi-Fi and LTE coordination (dA: dist(LTE AP, associated UE), dI : dist(Interfering Wi-Fi AP, LTE UE))
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Fig. 12. 10 percentile and mean LTE throughput for a single link Wi-Fi and
LTE co-channel deployment

Wi-Fi and LTE which is required for the co-existence in the
shared band.

B. Multiple Links Co-channel Deployment

Multiple overlapping Wi-Fi and LTE links are randomly
deployed in 200-by-200 sq. meter area which depicts the
typical deployment in residential or urban hotspot. The number
of APs of each Wi-Fi and LTE networks are varied between
2 to 10 where number of Wi-Fi and LTE links are assumed
to be equal. For the simplicity purpose, we assume that only
single client is connected at each AP and their association
is predefined. The given formulation can be extended for
multiple client scenarios. In the simulations, the carrier sense
and interference range for Wi-Fi devices are set to 150 meters
and 210 meters, respectively. The hidden node interference
parameter is set to 0.25.

Figures 13(a) and 13(a) show the percentile and mean
throughput values of Wi-Fi and LTE links, respectively, for
when number of links for each Wi-Fi and LTE networks is set
at N = {2, 5, 10}. The throughput performance is averaged
over 10 different deployment topologies of Wi-Fi and LTE
links. From Fig. 13(a), it is clear that 10 percentile Wi-Fi
UEs get throughput starved due to LTE interference with no
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(a) 10 percentile and mean Wi-Fi throughput for N = {2, 5, 10}
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(b) 10 percentile and mean LTE throughput for N = {2, 5, 10}

Fig. 13. Multi-link throughput performance under power control and time
devision channel access optimization. N = no. of LTE links = no. of Wi-Fi
links.

coordination. This is consistent with results from single link
simulations. With coordination, both joint power control and
time division channel access, we achieve a large improvement
in the 10th percentile throughput. Joint power control improves
mean Wi-Fi throughput by 15-20% for all N . On the other
hand, time division channel access achieves throughput gain
(40-60%) only at higher values of N = {5, 10}.
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Throughput performance of LTE, on the other hand, de-
teriorates in the presence of coordination compared to when
no coordination is provided. This comes from the fact that, in
case of no coordination, LTE causes undue impact at Wi-Fi
nodes causing them to hold off data transmission, while LTE
experiences no Wi-Fi interference. Joint coordination between
Wi-Fi and LTE networks brings the notion of fairness in the
system and allocates spectrum resources to otherwise degraded
Wi-Fi links. In the joint power control optimization, though
certain LTE links (maximum 1 link for N = 10) have to
be dropped from network with zero throughput, but overall
mean throughput is typically 150 to 400% greater than Wi-Fi
throughput.

We observe that for small numbers of Wi-Fi links, joint
time division channel access degrades the performance of both
Wi-Fi and LTE. But as the number of links grows, coordinated
optimization results in allocation of orthogonal resources (e.g.
separate channels) giving greater benefit than full sharing of
the same spectrum space, as is the case for power control
optimization.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates inter-system interference in shared
spectrum scenarios with both Wi-Fi and LTE operating in
the same band. An analytical model has been developed for
evaluation of the performance and the model has been partially
verified with experimental data. The results show that sig-
nificant performance degradation results from uncoordinated
operation of Wi-Fi and LTE in the same band. To address this
problem, we further presented an architecture for coordination
between heterogeneous networks, with a specific focus on
LTE-U and Wi-Fi, to cooperate and coexist in the same area.
This framework is used to exchange information between the
two networks for a logically centralized optimization approach
that improves the aggregate throughput of the network. Our
results show that, with joint power control and time division
multiplexing, the aggregate throughput of each of the networks
becomes comparable, thus realizing fair access to the spectrum.
In future work, we plan to extend our analytical model and
optimization framework to study realistic user applications for
which full buffer traffic conditions cannot be assumed. We
further plan to extend the optimization framework to exploit
the frequency diversity for joint coordination of Wi-Fi and
LTE.
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